TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION :: HYDERABAD
Provisional List of eligible candidates picked up for Certificate Verification
for short fall vacancies for the Post of PGT (Telugu and Urdu) in various
Residential Educational Institutions Societies.
Vide Notification no. 13/2017 (General Recruitment)
RESULT NOTIFICATION
In continuation to the Result Notification dt: 22-09-2017, it is hereby notified
that the candidates with the following Register Numbers are provisionally picked up
for in the ratio of 1:2 for Certificate Verification for short fall in certain categories in
the earlier certificate verification process conducted on 26-09-2017 for the post of
PGT (Telugu and Urdu) in various Residential Educational Institutions Societies.
The Certificate Verification is scheduled to be held on 11-10-2017 in TSPSC
office
from 10.00 A.M onwards. The Candidates have to bring the following
certificates in original along with one set of Photo Stat copy duly attested by the
Gazetted officer without fail. .
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

11)

Proof of Educational Qualifications (Provisional/ Degree Certificate)
Date of Birth certificate (SSC certificate)
School Study certificate or Certificate of Residence/Nativity (When
the candidates have not studied in School but studied privately or in
open school)
Integrated Community certificate issued by T.S. Government
Non-Creamy Layer certificate for BC Community Candidates with
father name
Disability Certificate (SADAREM Certificate) in case of PH candidates
Service certificate issued by the State Government of Telangana for
the candidates who are working under T.S. Govt.,
Proof of Ex-servicemen, if any
Attestation form in duplicate
Un-Employee declaration for claiming fee exemption for the
applicants who are in the age group of 18-44 years (OC Un
Employees)
NOC from employer for In-service candidates

If the candidate fails to submit certificates with reference to the particulars
furnished in the PDF (application form)/ Certificates, his/her candidature will be
cancelled at any stage in the process of selection. The Commission reserves right
to disqualify any candidate, if he/she is not found eligible for any reason. Admission
to Verification of Certificates does not confer ipso facto any right for Final selection
The candidates are directed to visit Commission’s website www.tspsc.gov.in
for further details.
HALLTICKET NUMBERS
TELUGU
1713100015

1713100254

1713100470

1713100095

1713100266

1713101091

1713100138

1713100416

1713101166

((Number of Candidates: 9))

URDU
1713300007

1713300187

1713300345

1713300172

1713300200

1713300398

((Number of Candidates: 6))

Place: Hyderabad.
Date: 10/10/2017
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